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Double tunneling junctions of ferromagnet-superconductor-ferromagnet electrodessFSFd show a step in the
conductance when a parallel magnetic field reverses the magnetization of one of the ferromagnetic electrodes.
This change is generally attributed to the spin-valve effect or to pair breaking in the superconductor due to spin
accumulation. In this paper it is shown that the Meservey-Tedrow effect causes a similar change in the
conductance since the magnetic field changes the energy spectrum of the quasiparticles in the superconductor.
A reversal of the bias reverses the sign in the conductance jump.
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I. INTRODUCTION

During the last five years single electron transistorssSETd
with two ferromagnetic electrodes and a superconducting is-
land have been studied experimentally1–4 and theoretically.5

Experimentally one generally uses ferromagnetic-
superconductor-ferromagnetic double junctions which con-
sist of an Al strip of length of about 1mm, width of 50–100
nm and thickness of about 20 nm. The Al is oxidized, and
two Co electrodes with a slightly different width and twice
the thickness cross the Al strip at a separation of a few 100
nm. They form two tunneling junctions. Figure 1 shows the
schematic arrangement of the two ferromagnetic Co elec-
trodes and Al island. A magnetic field is applied parallel to
the Co strips and aligns the magnetization of the two Co
electrodes. Then the magnetic field is reversed. At a mag-
netic fieldBsw the wider Co strip flips its magnetization to be
parallel to the magnetic field while the narrower Co strip
remains antiparallel to the external field because its coercive
field is larger. At the same time the current through the
double junctions changes abruptly atBsw. At the fieldBsn the
narrower Co strip also reverses its magnetization and the
magnetizations of the two Co strips are again parallel to the
external field.sThe relative orientations of the magnetic field
and the magnetization of the two Co electrodes is shown
later in Fig. 4.d If one applies constant bias to the junction
then the current shows a jump at each of the fieldsBsw and
Bsn swith opposite signd. Such jumps at the fieldsBsw, Bsn
have been observed in a number of experiments.1–3,6

In the theoretical discussion one generally considers two
mechanisms which change the currentsi.e. conductanced of
the double junctions in the field rangesBsw,Bsnd:

s1d Spin-valve effect: When the magnetizations of the Co
stripsm1 andm2 are both parallel toŷ then one has a large
density of states in both Co electrodes for the spin moment
up electrons, while the spin moment down electrons have a
small density of states in both electrodes. For thesspind mo-
ment up one has two small resistancesRt↑ in series and for
the other direction two large resistancesRt↓. The total con-
ductance is thenG��=1/s2Rt↑d+1/s2Rt↓d. If the two Co
strips have opposite magnetization then the conductance is
G��=2/sRt↑+Rt↓d. It is easy to show thatG��ùG��. Therefore
the current should drop inside the field window.7,8

s2d Gap reduction due to spin accumulation: In the anti-
ferromagnetic alignment one obtains spin moment
accumulation5 because the spin moment up electrons have a
small resistance for tunneling onto the island and a large
resistance to tunnel off the island while the opposite is true
for spin moment down electrons. This spin moment accumu-
lation can reduce the superconducting gap of the Al island.
This will lead to an increase of the conductance in the field
window sBsw,Bsnd.

In this paper we want to show theoretically that there is an
additional contribution to the current because of the Zeeman
effect which shifts the excitation spectrum of the quasiparti-

cles in the Al byme
WB sme

W=moment of the spin up and down
electrons,B=external magnetic fieldd. This effect has been
intensively studied by Meservey and Tedrow in many beau-
tiful experimentsssee the review article9d. In a series of
papers,10–12their group investigated the tunneling I-V-curves
for ferromagnet-superconductor tunneling junctions in differ-
ent magnetic fields. They showed that the I-V-curves were
asymmetric with respect to the voltagesbecause of the dif-
ferent density of the spin up and down electron at the Fermi
surfaced. From the asymmetry they derived the polarization
of the effective density of states of the tunneling electrons.
To our knowledge the magnetic field and the magnetization
were always parallel to each other in their measurements.

FIG. 1. The schematic geometry of a FSF double junction, con-
sisting of Co/Al/Co.
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We want to demonstrate that one has to take the field and
spin dependence of the quasiparticles in the Al into account
when calculating the current through the double tunneling
junctions. To demonstrate this effect we consider a double
tunneling junction system in which the two junctions are so
far separated that the spin-orbit scattering destroys any spin
polarization along the diffusion path of the electrons from
the first tunneling junction to the second one. This means
that only the total currentI1 through junction 1 must be equal
to the total currentI2 through junction 2; the spin up and
down currents through the two junctions can be quite differ-
ent.

II. THEORY AND SIMULATION

A. Single junctions

We first consider a single ferromagnet-superconductor
tunneling junction at zero temperature. In Fig. 2 the density
of states for both metals is plotted after lifting the energy
bands of the ferromagnet byeU.

In a large body of experiments Merservey and Tedrow9

showed that a magnetic field parallel to the tunneling junc-
tion shifts the excitation spectra of spin up and down elec-

trons in the superconductor byme
WB in opposite directions.

This Zeeman effect in the superconducting excitation spec-
trum enhances the current of the majority spinssee Fig. 2sadd
when the electrons are flowing from the ferromagnet to the
superconductor. One obtains a net spin currentswith moment
upd. The I-V-curve is notspointd symmetric about the origin.

The tunneling current for spinmomentup and down is
given by the density of states in the superconductor and the
majority NM and minorityNm density of states in the ferro-
magnet. For the density of states of moment up and down
electrons in the superconductor we use thesshiftedd BCS

density of statesNSsE±me
WBd /ÎsE±me

WBd2−DsBd2 sNS is the
density of states of the superconductor in the normal stated.
In the presence of a magnetic field and finite spin-orbit scat-
tering this density is slightly smeared. However, Meservey
and Tedrow showed that for Al with its small spin-orbit scat-
tering they obtained a good agreement between experiment
and theory by using the shifted BCS density of states. As we
see below, our main interest is in the behavior of the tunnel-

ing current at the coercive fields of the Co electrodes. The
latter are quite smallsbetween 0.1 T and 0.2 Td and its effect
on the density of states can be neglected.

At zero temperature one obtains for the moment up and
down tunneling currents,

I↑ = CNMNSE
D−me
WB

eU sE + me
WBd

ÎsE + me
WBd2 − DsBd2

dE

= CNMNS
ÎsseU+ mBBdd2 − DsBd2,

I↓ = CNmNSE
D+me
WB

eU sE − me
WBd

ÎsE − me
WBd2 − DsBd2

dE

= CNmNS
ÎsseU− mBBdd2 − DsBd2.

The constantC contains the tunneling matrix elements
and universal constants. The energy gap is given byDsBd.
For thin films and stripes which are aligned parallel to an
external magnetic field, we use the result from Ref. 13 for
the dependence ofD on the magnetic field:

DsT,Bd = DsT,0dÎ1 −S B

BcsTd
D2

,

where the fieldBcsTd is determined by the ratio of the pen-
etration depthlsTd and the film thickness.

BcsTd = Î24
lsTd

d
BcbsTd.

BcbsTd is the thermodynamic critical field.
The use of the density of states in the tunneling current is

a dramatic oversimplification since the tunneling probability
of electrons at different parts of the Fermi surface depends
strongly on the direction of their group velocity relative to
the tunneling barrier. SoNM, Nm and NS have to be inter-
preted as “effective tunneling densities of states.” In the
present paper we only need the relative magnitudes ofNM
andNm which are given by the experimental polarization of
the tunneling current.

Merservey and Tedrow obtained a number of interesting
results for a FS junction in a parallel magnetic field:

• The I-V-tunneling curve is notspointd symmetric about
the origin.

• The tunneling current is polarized and the polarization
can be evaluated.

• The polarization is always parallel to the majority mo-
ment of the ferromagnet and not proportional to thed density
of states at the Fermi surface.

They obtained a polarization of 35% for Co/Al junctions.
There is another interesting consequence of the energy

shift of the Zeeman effect. Let us consider a single Co/Al
tunneling junction, i.e. the left half of Fig. 1. We align the
magnetic field parallel to the Co strip in the negativey di-
rection and keep the voltage across the junction constant. For
simplicity we assume that the temperature issclose tod zero.
We start with the magnetic field −Bcs0d which suppresses
superconductivity in the Al completely. Then we sweep the
magnetic field towards +Bcs0d. As soon as the magnetic field

FIG. 2. The tunneling density of spin moment up electrons in a
FS tunneling junction for different orientations of the magnetic field
and the magnetizationm of the ferromagnet.sad B andm are par-
allel, both pointing inŷ; sbd B andm are antiparallel,B pointing in
−ŷ, m in ŷ; scd and sdd The bias is reversed.
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takes positive values, the magnetization of the Co and the
field are antiparallel and therefore the junction is in an un-
stable energetic state. Due to its coercive fieldBs0 the Co can
maintain the antiparallel orientation up to the fieldBs0. Then
the Co film will switch its magnetization. As a consequence
the tunneling current will also change.

In Fig. 3 we calculate the current through the junction
using the following parameters: the energy gap in Al at zero
temperatureD=0.2 meV, the field that suppresses supercon-
ductivity completely Bc=1.5 T, the switching fieldBs0
=0.16 T, the polarization of the effective density in the Co
p=0.35. We sweep the external magnetic field from20.5 T
to 0.5 T. When the magnetic field changes sign, the Zeeman
term changes sign as well. At the magnetic fieldBs0 the
direction of the Co magnetizationm becomes aligned paral-
lel to the magnetic field. At the same time the current jumps
to a higher value.

In Fig. 3 the calculated tunneling current through a Co/Al
junction is plotted for constant bias as a function of the mag-
netic field. The different curves are for different biases which
are given in meV at the right side of the curves. One recog-
nizes that the current shows a jump at the switching field
Bs0=0.16 T. For positive bias the current increases at the
switching field while for negative bias thesabsolute value of
thed current decreases. Furthermore, the minimum of the
I-B curve is not atB=0 but shifted to positive field values. If
the field is then swept fromBm=0.5 T to20.5 T the result-
ing current curves are just a mirror image of the shown
curves.

It is important to note that a reversal of the applied volt-
age corresponds to a tunneling of electrons from the super-
conductor to the ferromagnetssee Figs. 2scd and 2sddd. In this
case the current is smaller ifm is parallel toB because for an
electron with moment up to tunnel fromS to F, a Cooper
pair has to split and the moment down electron is elevated by
D+mBB into an excited state in the superconductor while the
moment up electron tunnels into the ferromagnet. The con-
tribution of moment up electrons to the tunneling current is
reduced toCNMNSÎsseU−mBBdd2−DsBd2. Therefore the cur-
rent changes to a smaller value when the magnetization flips.

B. Double junctions

We now want to calculate the current steps in a double
junction due to the Meservey-Tedrow effect. In this calcula-
tion we ignore the spin accumulation and gap reduction.
Such a situation can be experimentally realized by using a
long Al island so that the two junctions are relatively far
apart. As we discussed above the tunneling current through a
single Co/Al junction is polarized. This means that polarized
electrons are injected into the Al stripsfor example, atJ1d.
These polarized electrons propagate by diffusion and their
polarization decays with the distance from the injectionsdue
to spin-flip processesd. If the separation of the two tunneling
junctions is larger than the spin diffusion length then the
junctionJ2 cannot detect the polarization at junctionJ1. sThe
numerical value for the spin diffusion length varies in the
literature between 10–100 nm and 1mm.9,14d The two junc-
tions are decoupled and the effects of the spin-accumulation
and the gap reduction disappear. In this case all spin-valve
effects are also excluded. Mathematically this requirement is
expressed by the condition that only the total currents
through junctionsJ1 andJ2 must be identical; the individual
spin currents can be different. As a result both spin directions
experience the same shift in the chemical potential. We
briefly comment in the conclusion how the Zeemann effect
contributes in a full theory of the FSF-SET.

As shown in Fig. 1 the total potential difference between
the right and the left electrode is 2eU. We consider the bias
as positive when the potential on the right electrode is posi-
tive. Then the electrons flow from the left to the right side, as
shown in Fig. 4.

We consider first the special casesad in Fig. 4 wherem1,
m2 and B are all pointing in the positiveŷ direction. In
general the currents through the junctionsJ1 andJ2 are not
identical when their bias is the same, i.e.eU. Therefore the
chemical potential of the island will shift byf swhich has to
be determined self-consistentlyd. Then thesspind moment up
current through junctionsJ1 andJ2 are given by

I1↑ = CNSNM
ÎssVe + f + mBBd2 − D2d,

s1d
I2↑ = CNSNM

ÎssVe − f − mBBd2 − D2d.

sThe symbol↑ stands again for spin moment up.d
The other current contributions can be obtained from

these currents by applying simple rules:
s1d The contribution of spin moment down electrons is

obtained by changing the sign of the termmBB in I1 and I2
and exchangingNM andNm in Eq. s1d.

s2d If m1 points in the −ŷ direction one has to replaceNM
by Nm in I1.

s3d If m2 points in the −ŷ direction one has to replaceNM
by Nm in I2.

s4d If B points in the −ŷ direction one has to change the
sign of the termmBB in I1 and I2.

It is sufficient to calculate the current for spin moment up
sEq. s1dd in the alignment of Fig. 4sad. Then the above rules
yield the current for moment up and down under all circum-
stances. For example the corresponding spin moment down
currents are

FIG. 3. The simulated current through a FS-tunneling junction
while the magnetic field sweeps from20.5 T to10.5 T. The num-
bers besides each curve give the different biases. AtB=0.16 T the
magnetization of the Co strip reverses.
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I1↓ = CNSNm
ÎssVe + f − mBBd2 − D2d,

s2d

I2↓ = CNSNm
ÎssVe − f + mBBd2 − D2d.

We calculate the total current perturbatively. For a suffi-
ciently large bias, i.e.,eU.D, the termsef and mBB are
small compared toÎVe

2−D2, and we can expand the different
current contributions as a Taylor series in terms ofef and
mBB up to second order. Since the current depends on the
orientation of three vectors,m1, m2 andB, we choose theŷ
direction as a reference direction. The value ofB is negative
whenB is antiparallel toŷ. We calculatesin perturbationd the
currentsI��, I��, I��, I�� for the four possible orientations of
m1 andm2. The results are collected in the following equa-
tions:

I�� = CNSsNM + NmdÎVe
2 − D2

3S1 −
2NMNm

sNM + Nmd2

D2

sVe
2 − D2d2smBBd2D ,

I�� = CNSsNM + NmdÎVe
2 − D2S1 +

sNM − Nmd
sNM + Nmd

Ve

sVe
2 − D2d

mBB

−
1

2

D2

sVe
2 − D2d2smBBd2D ,

I�� = CNSsNM + NmdÎVe
2 − D2S1 −

sNM − Nmd
sNM + Nmd

Ve

sVe
2 − D2d

mBB

−
1

2

D2

sVe
2 − D2d2smBBd2D ,

I�� = CNSsNM + NmdÎVe
2 − D2

3S1 −
2NMNm

sNM + Nmd2

D2

sVe
2 − D2d2smBBd2D . s3d

Here the indices of the currents give the direction of the
magnetizationsm1 and m2 with respect to theŷ direction.
For example,I�� is the current form1 antiparallel andm2
parallel toŷ. Whenm1 andm2 are antiparallel to each other
si.e., for I�� and I��d then the chemical potential of the island
ef is zero. In the parallel orientation one obtains

ef = − mBB
sNM − Nmd
sNM + Nmd

, for I��,

ef = + mBB
sNM − Nmd
sNM + Nmd

, for I��.

The dependence of the currents on the quadratic term
smBBd2 is rather weak, so that it is sufficient for a qualitative
discussion to restrict ourselves to the linear dependence on
smBBd. When we start with a large negative magnetic field
sB� � ŷd, then both magnetizations,m1 and m2, are antipar-
allel to ŷ. In the linear approximation the current isI��
<ÎVe

2−D2sNM +Nmd. At the positive fieldBsw the magneti-
zation of the junctionJ2 flips and aligns parallel to the field.
Then the new current isI�� which corresponds to a relative
decrease of the current

DI

I
= −

sNM − Nmd
sNM + Nmd

Ve

sVe
2 − D2d

mBB.

At the higher fieldBsn the other electrodeJ1 also aligns par-
allel to ŷ. Then the current returns to the original curve since
I��= I�� in this approximation. It is important to point out that
the step in the current is positive when the magnetization of
the snegatively biasedd junction J1 si.e., m1d flips first. Then
the current changes fromI�� to I��.

In Fig. 5 we sweep the magnetic field from20.5 T to
10.5 T. The current through the double junction is plotted
versus the sweeping magnetic field. The junctionJ2 has the
switching fieldBsw=0.14 T while junctionJ1 has the larger
switching field ofBsn=0.18 T. We use different bias voltages
in the range of −0.2 meVø−eUø0.7 meV. TheI-B curve
in Fig. 5 shows a downward displacement in the field win-
dow sBsw,Bsnd. For negative −eU si.e., U.0d the absolute

FIG. 4. The current of spin moment up electrons through a
FSF-double junction.sad The momentsm1, m2 andB are all paral-
lel, pointing in the +ŷ direction;sbd the magnetic field has changed
to the −ŷ direction; scd the momentm2 has switched atBsw to the
−ŷ direction; sdd the momentm1 has switched atBsn to the −ŷ
direction; m1, m2 and B are all parallel, pointing in the −ŷ
direction.
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value of the current increases. This means that the displace-
ment changes sign when the bias is reversed.

III. THE SINGLE ELECTRON TRANSISTOR

When the size of the two tunneling junctions is in the
nanometer scale, then their capacitance is small and the tun-
neling electrons change the Coulomb energy on the
island.15–20 If an electron from the left electrode with the
band energy«L tunnels onto a state on the island with the
band energy«I and changes the number of electrons on the
island fromn to sn+1d, then the conservation of energy re-
quires that

«L + Ue= «I + s2n + 1d
e2

2CS

−
CG

CS

eUG.

On the other hand, if an electron from the island with the
band energy«I tunnels into a state on the right electrode with
the band energy«R and changes the number of electrons
from n to sn−1d, one has to fulfill the condition

«I + Ue= «R − s2n − 1d
e2

2CS

−
CG

CS

eUG.

HereUG is the gate voltage andCS=C1+C2+CG, whereC1,
C2, andCG are the capacitances of the two tunneling junc-
tions and the gate. The Coulomb blockade energy is given by
ECb=e2/2CS. In the following we consider only zero gate
voltage.

At a sufficiently large biass2eU.2sD+ECbdd the island
can gain or lose up ton0 electrons wheresat T=0d n0 is given
by n0= intf 1

2sseU−Dd /ECb−1dg. The probability forn excess
electrons on the island may bepsnd which will be determined
self-consistently.

First we calculate the currents for spin moment up andm1
andm2 parallel toŷ. For tunneling from the left Co electrode
onto the Al island withn excess electronssprior to the tun-
nelingd, the currentI1↑snd of moment up electrons is

I1↑snd = psndCNMNS
ÎsseU− s2n + 1dECb + mBBdd2 − D2.

The current from the Al island withn excess electrons onto
the right Co electrode is

I2↑snd = psndCNMNS
ÎsseU+ s2n − 1dECb − mBBdd2 − D2.

The occupation probabilitiespsnd are obtained by the condi-
tion that the flow of electrons on the island withn excess
electrons is equal to the outflowssee for example the review
article18d. This yields simple linear equations forpsnd. The
currents for spin moment down and different orientations of
B, m1 andm2 are obtained by applying the rules which we
stated above. The results of this calculation are plotted in
Fig. 6. We use for the Coulomb energyECb the valueECb
=0.101 meV.

There are a few kinks in the current curves of Fig. 6 as a
function of the magnetic field. They occur when the maxi-
mum number of electrons on the island changes by one. The
magnetic field lowers one subband of the superconductor and
reduces the energy gap. WheneverfseU+mBBd−DsBdg /ECb

crosses an odd integers2n+1d as a function of increasinguBu
the maximum number of electrons on the island increases by
one. Furthermore, one observes that again for negative bias
the sign of the relative current jump in the windowsBsw,Bsnd
changes sign.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In the discussion of a single ferromagnet-superconductor
junction we arrived at the following conclusions:

• For electron flow from the ferromagnetF into the su-
perconductorS the currentincreaseswhen the magnetization
m aligns parallel to the magnetic field.

• For electron flow from the superconductorS into the
ferromagnetF the currentdecreaseswhen the magnetization
m aligns parallel to the magnetic field.

From these facts it follows that the current jump in a
double junction changes sign when one reverses the bias.
When the source electrodesthe electrode from which the
electrons tunnel into the islandd flips its magnetization first,
then the conductance of the source-island junction increases

FIG. 5. The current through a FSF-double junction while the
magnetic field sweeps from20.5 T to 0.5 T. The numbers at the
curves give the different bias. The switching fields for the two Co
strips are 0.14 T and 0.18T.

FIG. 6. The current through the FSF-single electron transistor
for different biases. The switching fields are identical to Fig. 5, field
sweep is from11.5 T to21.5 T. Energy gap and Coulomb energy
are 0.2 meV and 0.1 meV.
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and therefore the current through the SET increases. When
the drain electrodesthe electrode into which the electrons
tunnel from the islandd flips its magnetization first, then the
conductance of the island-drain junction decreases and there-
fore the current through the SET decreases. Since a reversal
of the bias exchanges source and drain one finds that the
relative change of the current at the fieldBsw has the opposite
sign.

In a nutshell: a flip of the magnetization in the electron
source yields an increase of the current and a flip of the
magnetization in the electron drain a decrease. TheI-B
curves for opposite directions of the magnetic field sweep are
mirror images of each other.

In this paper we have intentionally excluded a spin cou-
pling between the two tunneling junctions. Such a coupling
has been observed, for example, in the beautiful spin preces-
sion experiment by Jedemaet al.4 The Meservey-Tedrow
effect is an additional phenomenon which has to be included
in the analysis of FSF-single electron transistors. It can be

distinguished from the effect of spin accumulation and gap
reduction because it changes sign when the bias voltage is
reversed.

A full theory of I-V curves of FSF-SETs is desirable
which includes all effects, spin accumulation, gap reduction
and Zeeman splitting. The above calculation can be rela-
tively easily generalized. One needs essentially the reduced
gap and the shifted chemical potential as input for the
Meservey-Tedrow effect. So the difficulty lies in a quantative
theory of spin accumulation and gap reduction which in-
cludes a position dependent polarization in the Al island due
to the interplay between the injection, diffusion and spin flip
of the polarized electrons.
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